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2/ Nation Branding: how Sweden changed the narrative 
 

 

Milena NIKOLIĆ 

 

ABSTRACT: This article aims to explore how Sweden managed to transform its tarnished international standing in the post-

WWII international environment affected by the emergence of two superpowers. Using the concept of credibility and 

respectability of neutrality, we investigate both endogenous and exogenous factors that have led to the adoption of a nation 

branding strategy aimed at improving Swedish international image during the Cold War period. Considering the historical 

foundations of Swedish neutrality, the impact that the internal facilitators of the Swedish nation brand had on national 

identity, the security dilemma behind nation branding strategy and the tools used for its implementation, we examine how 

Sweden succeeded in exporting its values to the international arena and securing its neutrality policy's status by 

camouflaging the losses of credibility produced by East-West division caused asymmetries. 

*** 

ABSTRACT: Questo articolo si propone di indagare come la Svezia sia riuscita a trasformare la sua reputazione 

internazionale appannata nel contesto internazionale del secondo dopoguerra, caratterizzato dall'emergere di due 

superpotenze. Facendo leva sul concetto di credibilità e rispettabilità della neutralità, analizzeremo i fattori endogeni ed 

esogeni che hanno portato all'adozione di una strategia di nation branding volta a migliorare l'immagine internazionale 

della Svezia durante il periodo della Guerra fredda. Considerando le basi storiche della neutralità svedese, l'impatto che i 

facilitatori interni del marchio nazione svedese hanno avuto sull'identità nazionale, il dilemma della sicurezza alla base 

della strategia di nation branding e gli strumenti utilizzati per la sua implementazione, esaminiamo come la Svezia sia 

riuscita a esportare i suoi valori nell'arena internazionale e a garantire lo status della sua politica di neutralità camuffando 

le perdite di credibilità prodotte dalle asimmetrie effetto dalla divisione Est-Ovest. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

«Our international profile is written by our actions. It is shaped by the vision of the world 

continuously reflected in our foreign policy»1. Browning investigates how, throughout the 

twentieth century, the Nordic model stood out as both an identity and a model to copy. Typically, 

this refers to the Nordic countries’ socioeconomic organization. However, foreign policy elements 

have been evident, notably in notions of being bridge builders, as well as in terms of a strong 

                                                           
1 PALME, Olof, Sweden’s Role in the World, in RYDÉN, Bengt, BERGSTRÖM, Villy (edited by) Sweden, Choices for 
Economic and Social Policy in the 1980s, London, Allen & Unwin, 1982, pp. 234-254, pp. 245-246. 
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Nordic belief in internationalist solidarity. As a result, he suggests that the Nordic model has 

become a brand through which the Nordics can be positioned in the world and given an 

international role. The notion of brand refers to the rather strategic manner in which the Nordic 

brand was portrayed, first as superior to other brands (of state/foreign policy) and, second, as 

something that others could, in theory, buy into and purchase in the marketplace of ideas. The 

reasons for doing this were primarily strategic and based on a desire to try to keep the region 

outside the main theatre of the Cold War conflict. Thus, in the Swedish case, an effective military 

was required precisely so that it would not have to be used, and it became a key support to the 

ambition to be a «moral great power»2. From American interest in Swedish social engineering of 

the “middle way” of the 1930s to late 20th-century debates in British politics, Sweden has come to 

possess a role of ultra-modernity which was a result of a national instinct and psyche, or, as some 

have pointed out, a mentality that made Swedes more open to modernity than other peoples.3 

Glover investigates the SI, Svenska institutet’s (Swedish Institute) efforts to promote (and 

ultimately sell) a favorable image of Sweden internationally. Fearful of a degraded Swedish 

reputation following WWII resulting from neutrality violations, the SI understood the importance 

of its role in promoting a positive image of Sweden. However, the SI was apprehensive of 

implementing a marketing campaign that could be viewed as too aggressive and thus “un-

Swedish”. Sweden’s marketing had to be done in a way that was consistent with the image that 

was being conveyed - that of a modern, moderate, and neutral country4.  

In literature authors mainly distinguish three trends regarding the study of nation branding 

phenomena. For the purpose of this analysis, we will use only two, because we can surmise that it 

is these two that were applied to Swedish foreign policy post-WWII. The first is «branding and 

building the nation», a type of nation branding that promotes a specific national image to a 

foreign audience while encouraging the construction of a national identity at home. The second is 

«rebranding». According to some, nation branding in this form is a useful tool for accessing 

“positive memories” from history and tradition in order to soften present political bad 

perceptions deriving from states’ authoritarian or fascist political systems or military aggression5. 

We will assume that this can be extended to other varieties of negative “reputations” such as the 

Swedish one post-WWII. An indication of the success of Swedish nation branding strategy is the 

fact that when Anholt first published the NBI (Nation Branding Index) in 2005, Sweden was 

                                                           
2 BROWNING, Christopher S., «Branding Nordicity: Models, Identity and the Decline of Exceptionalism», in 
Cooperation and Conflict, 42, 1/2007, pp. 27-51. 
3 ANDERSSON, Jenny, HILSON, Mary «Images of Sweden and the Nordic countries», in Scandinavian Journal of 
History», 34, 3/2009, pp. 219-228. 
4 GLOVER, Nicolas, «Imaging community: Sweden in “cultural propaganda” then and now» in Scandinavian 
Journal of History, 34, 3/2009, pp. 246-263. 
5 VIKTORIN, Carolin, GIENOW-HECHT, Jessica C. E., ESTNER, Annika et al., Nation Branding in Modern History, 
New York, Berghahn Books, 2018, p. 19. 
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deemed first place, making the Swedish nation brand officially number one in the world6. In 

comparison, Kemming and Sandikci explore the nation brand image of Turkey and its 

backgrounds and consequences within the political context of EU accession through an 

exploratory qualitative research study. Their findings, published in 2007, point to a failed nation 

branding strategy, despite “tremendous” nation branding efforts originating as far as 1923. 

Despite all endeavors, research showed that Turkey’s nation brand status at the time seemed 

quite marginal7. In contrast with Sweden, in the NBIs published until then, Turkey had not 

managed to leave the position of the last rank on the list and public opinion surveys indicated 

that it had an image problem among its target audiences, leading Anholt to conclude that Turkey 

had a very weak international nation brand8. Similarly, Andrei researches the nation branding 

strategy of Romania in the period of 1989 to 2017, by observing five different campaigns with the 

goal of improving the country’s image at the time associated mostly with Ceausescu, poverty and 

communism. The analysis showed a lack of connection and construction necessary for a 

successful branding process, as none of the campaigns were able to transmit a strong message 

abroad and had a minimum positive impact. Moreover, the fact that all ended in corruption 

scandals which were intensely publicized, resulted in a negative message and detrimental impact 

on the nation brand9.  

Sweden is also the first country that has managed to secure first place in the Good Country 

Index10 twice, and has never fallen below 6th place11. Moreover, it recorded first place in the first 

global sustainability development index based on the UN agenda 2030 in 201512 and kept the 

position in 201613, 201714, and 201815. As we will see, throughout 20th century, Swedish system and 

values were praised and admired by the entire world, leading us to hypothesize that Sweden has 

successfully combined the two aforementioned nation branding strategies to restore and enhance 

its international standing from both a security and international prestige position. 

                                                           
6 ANHOLT, Simon, Brand new justice, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2006. 
7 KEMMING, Jan Dirk, SANDIKCI, Özlem, «Turkey's EU accession as a question of nation brand image», in 
Place Branding and Public Diplomacy, 3, 1/2009, pp. 31-41. 
8 [digital report: pdf] ANHOLT, Simon, GMI, «How the world sees the world. The Anholt-GMI Nation Brands 
Index. Third Quarter 2005», p. 19. 
9 ANDREI, Andreia Gabriela, «The impact of nation branding campaigns on country image. Case study: 
Romania» in Management & Marketing. Challenges for the Knowledge Society, 12, 2/2017, pp. 222-236. 
10 Nations that contribute the most to the overall good of humanity and the rest of the world. 
11 [digital report: pdf] ANHOLT, Simon, The Good Country Index: The End of the Selfish State, Washington, 
Diplomatic Courier, 2022. 
12 [digital report: pdf] KROLL, Christian, Sustainable Development Goals: Are the rich countries ready?, New York, 
Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2015. 
13 [digital report: pdf] : SDG Index and Dashboards - Global Report, New York, Bertelsmann Stiftung and 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN), 2016. 
14 [digital report: pdf] : SDG Index and Dashboards Report 2017, New York, Bertelsmann Stiftung and 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN), 2017. 
15 [digital report: pdf] : SDG Index and Dashboards Report 2018, New York, Bertelsmann Stiftung and 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN), 2018. 
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To fully comprehend the motivations for post-WWII Sweden’s implementation of nation 

branding and the techniques adopted in its application, we must first comprehend how it 

correlates with the policy of neutrality. In his study of international neutrality Hakovirta16 writes 

that the basic resources by which neutral diplomacy operates are «credibility» and 

«respectability». The credibility and viability of neutrality is threatened if neutrality policies are 

no longer internationally accepted and trusted and if neutrality standards have lost all clarity and 

coherence, as was threatening Swedish neutrality in the aftermath of WWII. The prestige, respect 

and recognition that the neutral nations’ position and policies have in the eyes of major monitors, 

principally the leading world powers and other neutral states, is referred to as neutrality’s 

respectability. Respectability tends to emerge automatically from a long legacy of neutrality, 

unless it is tainted by deviations from major neutrality principles17. It is precisely these two afore-

mentioned requirements that are the essence of our hypothesis- nation branding was a tool that 

Swedish policymakers used to reinforce the credibility and respectability of neutrality policy, 

both weakened by concessions made to belligerents, especially Germany, in WWII and to conceal 

asymmetries stemming out of the new world power division on East and West. 

In the following sections, we will examine how, in light of changing geopolitical conditions 

that placed Sweden in the intersection of two great powers at the outset and through the 

duration of the Cold War, Sweden strengthened its defensive and diplomatic capacities to re-

establish the credibility of its position. In his overview of Swedish neutrality, Åström shows how 

the credibility of Swedish neutrality builds upon the confidence placed in it by others and the 

commitment of the Swedish people. And what better way to acquire the confidence of others then 

by creating a brand of «Sweden that corresponds with our own view of it, as a mid-size, peace-

promoting, fairly decent nation which is determined and capable of defending itself against 

demands, incursions, and attacks?»18. 

This study will focus on the practice of nation branding during the Cold War era because this is 

where we can locate the roots of the development of the Swedish nation brand which is, albeit 

refined even further, in use even now, that the underlying conditions for its existence have 

completely changed. To understand how Sweden’s policymakers developed its brand to repair the 

credibility and respectability of its neutrality policy, we will examine the historical conditions for 

nation branding, the roots of Swedish national identity, the influence that almost 70 years rule of 

                                                           
16 HAKOVIRTA, Harto, East-West Conflict and European Neutrality, New York, Oxford University Press, 1988, p. 
5. 
17 As was the case with the Swedish position in the aftermath of WWII.  
18 ÅSTRÖM, Sverker, «Swedish Neutrality: Credibility Through Commitment and Consistency» in in 
SUNDELIUS, Bengt (edited by), The Committed Neutral: Sweden’s Foreign Policy, Boulder, Westview Press, 1989, 
pp. 1-15. 
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the SAP (Sveriges Socialdemokratiska Arbetareparti - Social Democratic Labor Party of Sweden) 

had on the formation of the state, the “middle way”, and, finally, its policy of active neutrality. 

 

2. Historical foundations of neutrality- from a great European power to a 

neutral small state  

 

Sweden as a country along with the national identity of its inhabitants transformed from a 

great European empire to a peaceful small state gradually. Even though the state maxim 

proclaiming «freedom from alliances» was adopted in 1814, as late as at the turn of the 20th 

century in the Swedish society existed a notion of “greatness”, which slowly dissipated with the 

dissolution of the union with Norway in 1905, signaling the birth of a new «peaceful, neutral small 

state» identity, which Swedes will not much later use to their advantage19. However, during WWII, 

Sweden committed both passive and active violations of neutrality20 by giving concessions first to 

Germany, and than, as the tide of the war turned, to the Allies. However, concessions to Germany 

were widely known and those to the Allied forces typically secret, giving rise to bad press in the 

western countries21. The fact that, as Makko contends, as a «consequence of Sweden’s provision of 

the Nazi war machine,» Swedish industrial capacity had increased approximately 15-20 percent 

during the war years, and manufacturing and production «outpaced prewar levels»22, didn’t aid 

the Swedish reputation. In academic circles some authors such as Joesten23 were highly critical of 

Swedish policies. He described the Swedish neutrality in the war as a form of «homespun 

isolationism based on egoism and fear» and stated that the image of Sweden that emerged was 

one of «modern Jezebel» following a «coolly and selfish policy». «From being hailed as the most 

civilized country in the world Sweden was suddenly scorned as a traitor to democracy, first for 

failing to fight for Finland and then for trading with Hitler’s Germany», explained the manager of 

the American-Swedish News Exchange in New York. «The idol’s clay feet had been bared», he 

went on, «and the impulse to smash idols was as common in 1940 as it ever had been in the 

Middle Ages24». As Cohen writes, the post-war years were an «era of moral absolutism» and «the 

extent to which the truth about World War Two was shaped was determined by the often cynical 

                                                           
19 BORIONI, Paolo, Svezia, Milano, Edizioni Unicopli, 2005, pp. 108-110. 
20 KARSH, Efraim, Neutrality and Small States, London, Routledge, 1988, pp.24-26. 
21 SCOTT, Franklin. D., The United States and Scandinavia. Harvard University Press, 1950, pp. 302-313; 
ARCHER, Clive, «The Nordic Area as a ‘Zone of Peace’» in Journal of Peace Research, 33, 4/1996, pp. 445-467. 
22 MAKKO, Aryo, «Sweden, Europe, and the Cold War», in Journal of Cold War Studies, 14, 2/2012, pp. 68-97. 
23 Cit. in STEENE, Mikael S. Role Model or Power Pawn? The Changing Image of Swedish Foreign Policy, 1929-1987, in 
in SUNDELIUS, Bengt (edited by), op. cit., pp.167-195, p. 170. 
24 GLOVER, Nicolas, op. cit., p. 249. 
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political imperatives»25 of the time, which is why it was vital for Sweden to rebuild its image in 

order to preserve its time-tested neutrality. 

 

3. Internal facilitators of nation branding 

 

Simon Anholt emphasizes that maintaining a country’s internal self-image and external 

reputation necessitates a vision, identity, and strategy that is clear, credible, appealing, different, 

and well-planned26. The most ambitious architects of nation branding, according to Kaneva27, are 

promoting a receptor sensitive «creation-implementation-reassessment» cycle as an 

indispensable aspect of policy formulation and governance because that approach holds the 

potential to (re)construct nations at the levels of ideology and praxis. Gilmore28 claims that the 

goal of nation branding is to «amplify the existing values of the national culture». According to 

Dinnie the term refers to a polity that has a long-term differential advantage based on a unique, 

multidimensional combination of components that give the state a culturally anchored relevance 

for all of its target audiences29. To put into perspective how important this engraving of national 

identity and core values into nation branding strategies is, we can observe the example of British 

90’s “Cool Britannia” and “Millennium Dome” campaigns, intended to change Britain’s “stuck in 

the past” international image with a modern image of the country. Both failed for lack of 

resonance with the internal or domestic audience of the campaign, the British general public, 

which, in turn caused international failure. According to a 1999 British Council survey of 

international perceptions of Britain, «on balance people were more inclined to think of the UK as 

a traditional than as a modern society»30. 

Throughout the course of the following section, we will explore the key domestic elements and 

actors that have formed the foundation of the Swedish nation brand, as well as the way that they 

entwined and complimented each other in order to facilitate the creation of a successful nation 

branding strategy. 

 

  

                                                           
25 COHEN, Roger, «The (Not So) Neutrals of World War II», in New York Times, 26 january 1997. 
26 ANHOLT, Simon, Brand new justice, cit. 
27 Cit.in VIKTORIN, Carolin, GIENOW-HECHT, Jessica C. E. ESTNER, Annika et al., op. cit. 
28 Cit. in DINNIE, Keith, Nation Branding: Concepts, Issues, Practice, London, Routledge, 2008. 
29 Ibidem. 
30 WERTHER, Charlotte, «Rebranding Britain: Cool Britannia, the millennium dome and the 2012 olympics», 
in Moderna språk, 105, 1/2011, pp. 1-14. 
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3.1. SAP and the myth of Folkhem (The People’s Home) 

The Social Democratic Party (SAP) has not only influenced but has had the greatest role in the 

creation of the Swedish foreign and domestic policy for over 40 years. It has set the course of 

modern Swedish politics, and has greatly influenced, if not even built, the Swedish national 

identity as well. Enzensberger notes that the Social Democratic party «dominates Swedish society 

ideologically, morally and politically, whether it is in office or not»31. 

Acknowledged SAP leader, with a particular interest in international affairs, Hjalmar Branting 

was the true founder of a socialist program that combined Marxism and internationalist 

normativism, pragmatic national interests and a visionary atmosphere, socialist internationalism 

and faith in international institutions. As Borioni points out, the social-democratic version of the 

combination of international norms, sovereignty, and military security that would reappear in 

various forms throughout Swedish twentieth-century history, was being crafted in the period 

when he was at the head of the SAP32. 

It can be said that the birth of twentieth-century Sweden occurred in 1905, when, having 

dissolved the union with Norway, it was forced to reconfigure a new idea of state, endowed with a 

national mission, if not of grandeur, than of influence. This necessitated resolving the issue of 

country’s neutrality: that is, it was necessary to choose between conceiving oneself as the great 

power of the Baltic, a choice that included, for instance, the inherent geopolitical conflict with 

Russia, or choosing to focus on a different international profile as an advanced laboratory, 

consistent with the principles of an educated system both internally and externally, of which the 

result was «freedom from alliances» and neutrality in the event of war. Per Albin Hansson and his 

government assumed control of the concept of Folkhem (the People’s Home) to the point where he 

became its true interpreter, but in a social democratic code. The concept of the Folkhem 

encapsulated not only what the Social Democrats hoped to achieve, but also the symbolism and 

imagination of the entire nation. Being ethnically homogeneous, the concept of the People’s 

Home struck a chord with Swedes, capturing their preference for consensual politics over 

adversarial political relations. The Folkhem was inspired by «the vision of a government as a home 

that protects the nation’s people as much as a family’s home protects each of its members». With 

a transformation from a workers’ party to a people’s party, Hanson had resolved the European 

social-democratic paradigm – the formation a party of the class, but not a class party33. The 

Folkhem’s central tenets were universalism, democracy, and solidarity and when addressing it, 

Hansson rejected the discourse of class struggle and instead spoke of people. Despite some 

                                                           
31 Cit. in AGIUS, Christina, The Social Construction of Swedish Neutrality: Challenges to Swedish Identity and 
Sovereignty, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 2006, p. 91. 
32 BORIONI, Paolo, Svezia, cit., pp. 55-58. 
33 Ibidem, pp. 108-112. 
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turbulence in the immediate post-war years on the political scene caused by the emergence of 

Hanson’s successor, Tage Erlander, the SAP had definitely consolidated its hegemonic presence on 

the Swedish political scene in the 1948 election, which made way for an even greater use of the 

society as a social laboratory by economic measures and social reforms that will not only 

contribute to the Swedish utopian reputation, but also deeply set roots of the myth of Folkhem in 

the Swedish existence34. 

The rhetoric of the Folkhem peaked in the mid-1950s, coinciding with increases in industry, 

infrastructure, culture, and ideology, all of which served as effective images in the People’s 

Home’s overall utopian vocabulary35. Berger and Luckmann36 assess that the concept of a People’s 

Home has a long history and is part of the «collective stocks of knowledge». Agius emphasizes 

that understanding how SAP ideology impacted the Swedish society is crucial to understanding 

how the policy of neutrality is embedded in the Swedish public opinion. She goes on to clarify that 

even if, for example, Finnish neutrality and Austrian neutrality both claim to be strongly rooted 

in public opinion, the sources of the neutrality policy differed in these countries compared to 

Sweden, and are attributed with different meanings and associations as a result. But, unlike other 

neutrals, Sweden’s Social Democratic platform was inextricably linked to how it portrayed itself 

to the external realm and how internal values influenced the country’s international behavior37. It 

was maybe best portrayed by Olof Palme: «The fundamental strength of social democracy is that 

it can see both domestic and international problems in the same perspective, and their common 

solution is called solidarity». He goes on to quote a Swedish poem: «Solidarity is a wealth of 

untried possibilities. The future is adventure and there is a freedom: to find release through 

fellowship»38. 

3.2. The utopian Swedish “middle way” 

The SAP’s political dominance in Sweden has been notable for its capacity to influence not only 

Sweden’s economic and social image, but also to garner mass support for its particular vision of 

Swedish society. It was able to do so by making its policies and values universal, which is reflected 

mostly in the Swedish Model, arguably the most well-known sociopolitical image of Sweden, that 

some have defined as a «conflict resolution device» that moderated interaction between key 

social groups in industrial society, replacing social conflict with cooperation, both inside and 

outside of parliament39. Bureychak40 points out that «continual reiteration and institutional 

                                                           
34 Ibidem, pp. 142-146. 
35 AGIUS, Christina, op. cit., pp. 97-98. 
36 Cit. in ibidem, pp. 99-100. 
37 Ibidem, pp. 100-101. 
38 PALME, Olof, World peace, super powers and national independence, Stockholm, Social Democratic Party of 
Sweden, 1974, p. 35. 
39 AGIUS, Christina, , op. cit., pp. 91-92. 
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reproduction of specific representations are important mechanisms in maintaining the hegemony 

of this imagery.» 

The years of the Second World War brought severe economic strains and widespread damage 

to Sweden’s neighbors’ productive apparatus, but the Swedish economy, that escaped occupation 

remained relatively unaffected. In terms of industrial production and social welfare, Sweden had 

a significant advantage41. Sweden began a powerful and fairly uninterrupted economic 

development in the post- war years that, by the 1970s, had propelled Sweden to the top of a global 

comparison of economic growth in the twentieth century42. All of these developments led to the 

creation of a specific Swedish Model of social and economic policy, which was one of the elements 

used in devising a nation brand, in a manner that refurbished the international and especially 

American admiration of the Swedish way that existed before the war.  

Since Marquis Childs’43 famous observation of Sweden as a middle ground between capitalism 

and socialism in the 1930s, the idea of virtually embodying modernity has been part of the 

mythology surrounding the Nordic countries, but it is also a pervasive self-image of Swedish 

society that faltered briefly during the early 1990s crisis but has made a remarkable comeback in 

the 2000s. It is undeniable that the concept of the middle way, defined as a rational compromise 

between the best of two worlds based on pragmatism, gradual reformism, and a sense of the 

common good in the welfare of the people, became a central feature of Swedish politics during 

the twentieth century. It had been strengthened by the affirmations that had come from foreign 

observers throughout the postwar period, who had seen in Sweden something profoundly 

desirable that was not within the realm of possibility in their own political context for various 

reasons. In this sense, one could contend that Sweden represented a kind of utopia in European 

politics during the twentieth century – the utopia of the rational, pragmatic society, where social 

problems were approached in a non-dogmatic and efficient manner, and where capitalism’s great 

conflicts – combining efficiency and equality, markets and society – found an ideal solution. In 

this context, Sweden occupied a unique place in European consciousness and political debates in 

the twentieth century, having much to do with images of European modernity and European 

notions of welfare capitalism44. For instance, throughout the twentieth century, the British Left 

has echoed Crosland’s utopian vision of Sweden and Sweden has so resurfaced as a resurgent left-

                                                                                                                                                                                     
40 Cit. in JACKSON, Susan T., «“Selling” national security: Saab, YouTube, and the militarized neutrality of 
Swedish citizen identity», in Critical Military Studies, 5, 3/2019, pp. 257-275. 
41 ELVANDER, Nils, State intervention and economic freedom, in ALLARDT, Erik, ANDREN, Nils, FRIIS, Erik J. 
(edited by), Nordic Democracy: Ideas, Issues, and Institutions in Politics, Economy, Education, Social and Cultural 
Affairs of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, Copenhagen, Nordic Books, 1981, pp. 279-308, p. 281. 
42 GUSTAVSEN, Bjorn, Industrial Democracy, in Ibidem, pp. 324-359, p. 328. 
43 CHILDS, Marquis, Sweden: The Middle Way, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1947. 
44 ANDERSSON, Jenny, «Nordic nostalgia and Nordic light: The Swedish model as Utopia 1930-2007», in 
Scandinavian Journal of History, 34, 3/2009, pp. 229-245. 
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wing utopia45. Andersson gives an example of for the so-called Brownite faction of British Labour, 

by which Sweden was seen as the ‘Nordic light’, a country of perpetual modernization, constantly 

making the best of technological and economic change46. 

 

4. Sweden in the post- WWII changed world 

 

The Scandinavian Peninsula lies directly beneath the great circle air route connecting Moscow 

and America’s economic heartland, which made47 its geopolitical character extremely important 

for either offense or defense in the event of a third World War. The entire north has been 

compelled to reconsider its previous policy and reevaluate its place in world power politics. 

Sweden, the strongest of all and geographically central, occupied a crucial psychological and 

geopolitical position. The elimination of Germany has left a power vacuum immediately to the 

south of Scandinavia, right in the heart of Europe. The consolidation of power around two new 

hubs has altered political dynamics48. Given this Sundelius has divided the basic dilemmas that 

the neutral states encountered in the post-WWII world. The first, strategic dilemma, is how to 

maintain national security in an international setting characterized by considerable tension in 

the immediately surrounding area? What comes next is the attitudinal dilemma, that is, the 

question of how to combine support of basic Western values with the commitment to neutrality in 

the political struggle between East and West? Following this, they had to consider also the 

economic and role dilemmas, meaning how to link continued access to Western markets, resources, 

high technology etc. as a fundamental prerequisite for economic success with neutrality and how 

to increase security by maintaining a high profile in global affairs? For these security concerns, 

Goldman differentiates two strategies: the positive strategy, which requires persuading others not 

to threaten the nation, and the negative strategy, which entails raising the price of such threats, 

both of which, as we will see, Sweden employed49. 

Undén was persuaded by the advent of nuclear technology that Sweden, and preferably, the 

Nordic region, should stay out of the “line of fire”. In general, the focus on neutrality switched 

from a policy focused on wartime to one based on peacetime. Sweden’s neutrality policy, which 

was never granted international de jure recognition, fit in easily with this paradigm. Sweden’s 

official policy was defined as «freedom from alliances in peace time aiming at neutrality in the 
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event of war»50. During the Cold War, neutrality became more than a rigorous security doctrine. It 

served as the focal point for Swedish politics, and as a result, it became an important part of the 

nation’s identity. With the onset of the Cold War, Swedish neutrality hardened into a dogmatic 

political position after being open to change in the initial postwar years. Some even go as far as to 

describe Swedish neutrality in the Cold War period as a country with the status of a de facto 

permanent neutral country closest to Switzerland51. However, as we will see, simultaneously, a 

chasm emerged between official rhetoric and actual economic, military, and political affiliations52. 

4.1. Ideological and operational neutrality  

According to Karsh53, the notion of impartiality only applies to the operational level of the 

neutrality policy, not to the ideological sphere. That is, the neutral state is not obligated to be 

apathetic to the belligerents’ ideologies; it has the entire right to empathize with or identify with 

one of them. Indeed, international law allows the neutral state to express rhetorical sympathy or 

contempt for the belligerents. Oppenheim54 writes that «the required attitude of impartiality is 

not incompatible with sympathy with one belligerent, and disapproval of the other, as long as 

these feelings do not find expression in actions violating impartiality». However, Hakovirta claims 

that during the Cold War the ideological neutrality wasn’t actually perceived as neutral policy in 

the eyes of the superpowers. In his classification of the dependency of the neutral countries to 

Western countries Sweden shared second place, with Sweden being the most partial. The western 

institutions of the neutral states, as well as their largely western external ties and dependencies, 

determined the unique nature of Cold War European neutrality. The concepts of symmetry and 

asymmetry have often been the focus of academic debate on this topic. Asymmetries in the 

positions of neutral states have practical repercussions, regardless of whether symmetry is 

considered as an ideal or norm of neutrality and they undoubtedly have an impact on neutrality’s 

credibility and respectability. In terms of political structures and life, European neutrals were 

fundamentally Western societies. The western world dominated the external cultural contact and 

orientations of European neutral states and they were similar to NATO partner countries in terms 

of economic relationships and dependencies, and Sweden was no exception. For example, from 

1948 to 1982, NATO nations accounted for 63 to 74%of Swedish international commerce, while 

Warsaw Pact countries accounted for 4 to 9%55.  
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It is than evident that Sweden’s geostrategic location and limited military resources demanded 

some kind of relationship with the West. As a result, the government conducted secret military 

preparations, military intelligence collaboration, and other activities with Western powers that 

have been debated by Swedish Cold War scholars since the early 1990s. From the late 1940s, 

Sweden cooperated more and more with the Western powers, and by the early 1960s, many 

contend that Sweden was firmly entrenched within the Western defense system and was seen by 

both the US and Britain as the first line of defense on NATO’s northern flank56. This top-secret 

relationship (especially to the Swedish public) between officially nonaligned Sweden and NATO 

had grown so close over the years that Sweden was jokingly referred to at NATO headquarters as 

the alliance’s «17th member»57. As Petersson58 contends, in sum the Swedish security policy 

towards the West can be characterized by a balance between «integration» within the Western 

defense structures, and «screening» from them (to make the neutrality policy trustworthy). 

Overall, it could be argued that this solution to the Scandinavian defense dilemma was the next 

best solution for all parties involved, including the Soviet Union. Of course, the Western powers 

would have preferred Sweden to be a member of NATO, but Sweden’s “friendly” neutrality policy 

– «neutral on our side», as Simon Moores59 put it – was preferable to a rigid neutrality policy. The 

Russian ideal would have naturally been for Sweden not to have had any ties to the West, but as 

long as Sweden officially remained outside NATO, this solution was satisfactory even for them60. 

As a result, the concept of neutrality took on two distinct meanings. In terms of foreign policy, 

Sweden simply stated that it would declare itself neutral in the sense of international law in the 

event of an international conflict. This made it increasingly difficult to distinguish between 

realpolitik-based cooperation with the West on issues of security policy and announcements made 

for domestic policy reasons. To maintain a policy of neutrality with strong public support, the 

government, for reasons of secret bargaining and national interest, kept it unaware of what the 

policy actually looked like, resulting in different understandings among the élite and public of 

how the policy of neutrality was carried out. This stance has been referred to by researchers as 
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hidden «re-insurance» or «dual-track policy»61. On the other hand, Karlsson62 explains that the 

government was committed to achieving economic growth, since more resources were required 

to implement imagined welfare reforms. Sweden’s economy was dependent on the US economy, 

therefore, economic growth could have been jeopardized if Sweden hadn’t accepted full 

cooperation and economic participation with the West. It was, of course, possible to avoid this 

economic involvement, but because Sweden was a democracy, the government was aware of the 

difficulties in gaining voter support for a policy that would result in isolation from Western 

Europe and the United States, as well as a decelerated economic development. Nilsson63 interprets 

this relationship between Sweden and the US in this period in terms of the «concept of 

hegemony,» a relationship consisting of consent and reward, dominance and subservience, but 

also dependence in both directions64, that he contends can explain how Sweden could have been 

drawn into the Western sphere of influence while remaining distant from the formal Western 

alliance, expressing considerable independence and subservience at the same time. As an example 

of this relationship, he points out the Stockholm agreement, according to which the Swedes 

would, to the best of their ability, avoid exporting prohibited commodities to the East. The 

American embassy would be kept informed about Swedish undertakings in this field. Nilsson and 

Wyss65 argue that, by joining the Marshall Plan in 1948, by covertly cooperating militarily with 

Norway, Denmark, Britain and the US, but foremost by secretly implementing the CoCom 

(Committee for Multilateral Export Controls) trade embargo and becoming a part of the MDAA 

(Mutual Defense Assistance Act (MDAA), whereby the Swedes could buy armaments from the US, 

Sweden had expressed its consent to this relationship. 

In order to conceal this and maintain the credibility of neutrality, Swedish policymakers 

embarked on a path of creation of a specific image of neutral Sweden all the while effectively 

breaching the neutrality concept’s core tenets by being both operationally and ideologically 

partisan. Hakovirta explained well how increased demands and possibilities for neutral countries 

to participate in international peacekeeping efforts may have somewhat compensated for 

credibility and respectability losses resulting out of the East-West division caused asymmetries. 

Neutrals could improve their status on all sides while also increasing the potential costs of 
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subsequent violations of their neutrality by engaging in peace processes that have acquired 

worldwide support or to which even disgruntled powers must adapt to in order to avoid risking 

the loss of international goodwill. In other words, if the neutrals could have made themselves 

universally valuable or necessary, they may have been able to avoid many of the unpleasant 

consequences of the East-West conflict and their own asymmetric positions66. In the next section, 

we will examine how, by employing different techniques aimed at creating a specific nation 

brand, Sweden transcended these asymmetries and redefined the perception of credibility and 

respectability of its neutrality. 

 

5. Active neutrality 

 

The government’s active foreign policy emerged just as the country achieved one of the best 

living standards in the world. The welfare state’s major expansion was essential not only to the 

SAP’s hegemony over postwar Swedish politics, but also sparked a rise in international interest in 

Sweden. Social Democratic officials promoted the Swedish model, as an enticing (and even 

implicitly superior) alternative to both the Soviet and American systems. The country’s 

neutrality, as well as its progressive social policies, were hailed by Social Democratic propaganda, 

which was contrasted favorably with the two superpowers’ supposedly selfish and aggressive 

behavior. The country’s new “activist” foreign policy was undeniably fueled by a rising sense of 

national pride, and the idea that Sweden should serve as the international community’s moral 

conscience was widely supported in the public67. Sweden’s relatively passive, low-key stance, 

which was underpinned by a powerful defense, was gradually changed into the role of impartial 

mediator and ultimately moral critic, indicating that its leaders increasingly relied on nation 

branding as a foreign policy tool aimed at protecting neutrality. 

Swedes believed that neutrality in terms of defense arrangements did not imply neutrality of 

opinion68, and that the government could not have been prevented from taking a public posture 

on important international problems in venues such as the United Nations69. Sweden had made 

use of this policy as one of the tools in creating a specific international image of itself, which in 

turn increased its national security and attributed to the credibility and respectability of its 

neutrality.  
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5.1. Cold War crises and the UN 

The formation of the United Nations shortly after WWII reignited Sweden’s interest in 

internationalism, and Swedish government requested the Riksdag’s consent to seek UN 

membership in 1946. Björkdahl re-examines the internationalist tradition of the Nordic states’ 

foreign policy by introducing the concepts of normative power and norm entrepreneurship. She 

approaches the analysis of the policies from the social constructivist point of view and examines 

ideational rather than material conceptualizations of power, which in her view better capture 

Sweden’s ability to exercise influence in the global arena. The Nordics’ ideational influence in the 

international arena can be understood as a reflection of their normative power. Based on this 

normative power, she examines the act of «norm entrepreneurship» as a foreign policy strategy 

of small and, in realist understanding, powerless states. For her, the bulk of what norm 

entrepreneurs do can be termed persuasion in order to convince others to share their normative 

convictions, and this is where nation branding comes into effect70. The more respect a state has 

for its nation brand, the easier it will be to persuade others to share its normative convictions to 

strengthen its normative power. For Sweden, this increase in normative power directly affected 

the credibility and respectability of its neutrality, which in turn led to the enhancement of its 

national security and risk reduction of possible involvement in conflicts in its environment. 

Critics allege that Sweden, more than the other Nordic countries, had claimed to be the world’s 

«moral superpower»71 and had frequently inflated its influence. Norm entrepreneurship could be 

viewed as a way for Sweden to gain influence by building on past experiences as a vocal supporter 

of international law and international organizations while adapting to a new security 

environment72. As Kruzel73 observed, where neutrality would be perceived as a as a poor security 

choice in a realist sense, the idealism of the neutrals in elevating the status of neutrality at the 

international level was «the most realistic policy they could adopt». The UN could be seen as the 

most prominent organizational home for the norms that Sweden had attempted to promote. In 

his study of neutrals’ norm promoting behavior in the UN during Cold War crises using 

comparative qualitative methods based on three dimensions – «quality, strength, and bias», 
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Hakovirta found that Sweden stood «at the other extreme» when in comparison to the rest of the 

neutrals74. 

Special attention must be paid to Sweden’s position on Vietnam, since this crisis presented as 

ideal for Sweden to develop its brand and increase the credibility and respectability of its 

neutrality by dissociating itself from the US, and with it «demonstrating» that, even when the 

West wouldn’t fully comply with its ideals, Sweden will not «idly stand beside». As Stenelo notes, 

criticism is a foreign policy method which is inexpensive and which, to a certain extent, may 

compensate for lack of power or lack of resources in other domains75. There was an attempt at 

facilitation of a peaceful settlement of the conflict by initiation of a secret diplomatic channel, 

later designated ASPEN by the Americans, involving contacts with Hanoi and the National 

Liberation Front (NLF) through the Swedish ambassador in Beijing that ran from mid-1966 to 

February 1968 and produced minimal results76. However, Scott writes that there are some Swedish 

diplomats, like Petri that have dismissed the initiative, labelling it a “sham” born out of SAP’s 

tactical considerations. He claimed to have addressed the cabinet many times in 1963 and 1964 

with plans for Sweden to lead a peaceful resolution to the Vietnamese conflict through a revised 

mediation scheme, but the government was uninterested77. From the SAP’s point of view, this 

issue allowed the government to play the morally pleasing role of David vs Goliath, and its 

criticism of the US played to Swedish nationalist sentiments. What is interesting to note is that 

Stenelo finds that the objections to the American Vietnam policy raised by the critics had already 

been considered and raised by the opposition in the US and that Swedish criticism became 

peripheral in relation to the Congress debates78. Swedish-American tensions persisted with the 

acceptance of American deserters in Sweden, Nilsson’s announcement in January 1969 that the 

government had reached a decision to grant full diplomatic recognition to North Vietnam 

(making Sweden the first Western nation to do so), and Palme’s comparison of the Christmas 

bombings of Hanoi 1972 with Nazi massacres, but never escalated to a level higher than that of a 

temporary diplomatic freeze79. In this crisis Sweden had managed to employ nation branding to 

achieve the goal of reinforcing the credibility of its neutrality and asserting itself as a defender of 

peace and the principle of self-determination while getting away with minimal consequences, and 

in a confrontation with none the less but the US, its secret ally and longtime friend. This is 
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evident also by the fact that, as Stenelo points out, nobody in the American administration 

questioned Swedish neutrality or its right to act as a neutral critic80. Despite the worsened 

relations between administrations, a study of US opinion in 1968 showed that Sweden was the 

third-most-admired foreign country at the time81. 

5.2. Swedish image in the light of the North- South dialogue and New International 

Economic Order 

With Palme at the lead, the active phase in Swedish foreign policy quickly adopted a moralistic 

tone. This policy move reflected SAP’s aim to be more visible on the international stage. This was 

especially true when it came to North-South issues, where the Swedish Social Democrats had 

more freedom to operate independently than they did in the East-West conflict. As a result, 

Sweden’s increased engagement with the developing world provided a rewarding and relatively 

risk-free outlet for the party’s growing international ambitions. The nascent détente and the 

accelerated pace of decolonization provided the Swedish Social Democrats with fresh 

international prospects that they promptly took advantage of82. Bergman points out that apart 

from being social democratically motivated, Swedish internationalism was distinguished by a 

sense of cosmopolitan obligation that recognizes the need to extend social and political rights to 

non-nationals as well83. Marklund and Mørkved Hellenes84 explore how Palme’s bilateral public 

diplomacy contributed to the formation of Sweden as a global neutral committed to Third World 

solidarity and a social model of economic efficiency and social equality by looking to metropolitan 

France and the Francophonie when studying Sweden’s Cold War image. By the early 1970s, the 

image of Sweden had increasingly blended with the image of Palme85 in the developing 

transnational public opinion of the Global South. From 1970 onwards, the growing interest in 

Palme and Sweden in the so-called Third World resulted in a significant increase in the number of 

nations represented in SIUP (Sverige i utländsk press, Sweden in Foreign Press86. In 1975, the 

Swedish Institute formed a permanent «Africa group» to develop expertise on Africa and 

developing countries in the context of Sweden’s «widened development policy,» which formed 
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during Palme’s first years in office. While Sweden’s initial outreach to Francophone Africa was 

carefully meant to stress cultural linkages rather than economic or political ties, Swedish global 

outreach at this time must be observed from the perspective of the 1973 oil crisis and the growth 

of the Global South.  

Swedish was one of the first Western governments to express its support for the New 

International Economic Order. They were one of the members of the core group of like-minded 

countries that aimed to rally support for a generous response to the Third World countries’ 

vehement articulation of a set of demands that became known as the NIEO. Løvbræk identifies a 

core philosophy, which he refers to as reform internationalism, which was essentially the 

internationalization of a reformist conflict-resolution strategy that sought an international 

transfer of economic and political resources between the North and South by methods similar to 

national welfare-state measures. This approach to North-South relations was frequently bolstered 

by a humanitarian view that the existing distribution of the world’s wealth was immoral87. One 

example of how this nation branding tool has served Sweden can be the comprehensive 

agreement with Algiers, a deal that reflected the spirit of the NIEO (New International Economic 

Order), mandating Sweden to make large-scale, long-term investments and technology transfers 

in exchange for Algerian raw commodities, notably oil, but also minerals and agricultural 

products88. 

5.3. International aid, mediation and peacekeeping 

When the formal aid program was launched in Sweden in 1962, it was funded by a tenth of one 

percent of the GNP. By 1976, it was 1% of GNI, making Sweden the first country in the world to 

achieve this percentage and rapidly elevating it to the top tier of all donor countries89. 

Bergman deconstructs the endogenously structured ideational components that sustain 

Swedish internationalism, focusing in particular on social democracy. According to her, the 

interplay between domestic and international politics has enabled the Nordic states to export 

their distinctive form of redistributive justice to other regions of the world while simultaneously 

reinforcing their self-image as good international citizens. She cites Trägårdh to support this 

claim, who noted that «Swedes came to see themselves, and to be seen by others, as the most 

modern of people, the most democratic and equal nation in the world». She argues that Swedish 

internationalism has been molded by a social-democratic idea of global commitment across 
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borders that does not prioritize justice over order but rather strives to reconcile the two90. 

Contrary to this view, Schaffer asserts that prioritizing values and ideology in domestic society 

risks underplaying how international factors – both material and ideational – have shaped the 

Nordic states’ external engagements, for example, through agenda-setting, the diffusion of 

international norms, or simply by imposing geopolitical constraints on foreign policy élites’ 

choices91. Schraeder, Hook and Taylor study the motivating factors behind the aid policies of four 

industrial countries, among them, Sweden, in the period between 1980 and the fall of the Berlin 

Wall in the context of Africa as a target of assistance. Their statistical analyses rejected official 

Swedish explanations that the humanitarian urgency of recipient countries served as the guiding 

principle of aid policy and is described as being driven by ideological concerns. The statistical 

analysis clearly supports the theoretical expectations of middle-power theory in explaining 

Swedish foreign aid behavior, which indicates that nation branding played a significant role in 

the development of Swedish international aid policy as well92. 

When it comes to mediation and peacekeeping, Bjereld maintains that using criticism as a 

foreign policy instrument increases a country’s capacity to perform as a mediator or bridge-

builder. According to his findings, in the eyes of other countries, a country that actively 

participates in international opinion-building and profiles itself by formulating attitudes toward 

conflicts in which its own interests are not directly involved can appear to be a committed and 

even competent actor, useful in mediation and bridge-building functions93. Considering this, we 

realize why Sweden employed all available tactics in the execution of its nation branding strategy 

– each complemented the other and had only positive correlations with the others, preventing 

them from posing a threat to Sweden- the brand. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As Hakovirta points out, European neutrality turned into an increasingly self-controlled policy 

during the post-war period. A neutral state’s freedom of maneuver became «largely self-imposed 

standards tailored above all to the neutral states themselves94». We have presented how Sweden 

took advantage of this, employing a nation branding strategy in order to preserve the credibility 
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and respectability of its neutrality. As we have seen, Sweden left WWII with its reputation 

tarnished due to the violation of core neutrality norms. In a new security environment, an 

innovative strategy for maintaining neutrality and keeping the country out of the path of two 

superpowers in the event of a new global war was considered necessary. And what better way to 

improve the reputation of the country and regain international trust than creating an image of 

itself as «modern, moderate and neutral» and «amplify the existing values of the national 

culture», by exporting the Folkhem principles of universalism, democracy and solidarity to the 

international level. This new “activist” foreign policy was undeniably fueled by a rising sense of 

national pride, the result of which was a widely publicly supported idea of Sweden serving as the 

international moral conscience. However, as we have seen in section three, behind closed doors, 

Swedish policymakers were making deals that were all but in accordance with the principles of 

neutrality, putting the country in a hegemonic relationship with the United States. This explains 

the underlining reasons behind nation branding- a strategy used to maintain a utopian image of 

Sweden in the international community divided between two superpowers, providing it with the 

compensation for credibility and respectability losses resulting out of the East-West division 

caused asymmetries. As we have shown, being internationally reserved was not compatible with 

Swedish security interests (nor with the political ideals of its longest-ruling party), as it was 

believed that being silent to the endangerment of core ideals of other small nations, such as 

sovereignty and national self-determination, opened the door for Sweden, a small state itself, to 

be in a position of jeopardy by extension. This is why, norm entrepreneurship could be viewed as 

a tool the Swedish SAP used to gain international influence by building on past experiences as a 

vocal supporter of international law and international organizations, while employing deeply 

rooted social- democratic ideals reflected in the myth of Folkhem, to successfully adapt the 

country to a new security environment. Having this in mind, we can understand why Kruzel 

contended that while it may have seemed that in a realist sense neutrality was a poor security 

choice at the time, the idealism in elevating the status of neutrality at the international level was 

«the most realistic policy» the neutrals could employ. Having examined both endogenous (social 

democratic «see oneself in others» extended to non-nationals) and exogenous (determined by the 

bipolar international climate, decolonization, financial crises, altered international norms) 

interpretations of Swedish internationalism, we must conclude that it was the combination of 

both of these factors that has guided Swedish foreign policy in the Cold War period, resulting in a 

nation brand that echoed the change in its international image from the «modern Jezebel» to the 

«moral superpower». 
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